Laser Skin & Anti-Aging Procedures

Introducing PICO Genesis™
• A 2-in-1 aesthetic laser procedure that returns balance + clearance + radiance to your skin, helping you look your very best—naturally.

Pearl Treatments
• Pearl® Resurfacing (treats upper skin layers) a resurfacing laser that gently and safely treats signs of aging and damaged skin. Addresses issues such as brown spots, uneven skin texture and fine wrinkles.
• Pearl® Fractional — A volumizing fractional laser perfected to penetrate the deeper skin layers to improve challenging conditions such as creases around the mouth, eyes and photodamage in one treatment. Improves tone and texture for a smoother, brighter complexion.
• Pearl® Fusion — A combined treatment of Pearl® Resurfacing and Pearl® Fractional; treats both the upper and deep layers of the skin all in one treatment session.

Laser Genesis
Stimulates collagen regrowth by a gentle warming laser procedure to treat fine line wrinkles, large pores, uneven skin texture, scars, and to diffuse redness.

Laser Photo Facial
(Limelight, IPL, & Excel V 532wl) We customize each individual treatment with specific laser devices to best treat hyperpigmentation, redness and sun damage.

Microneedling
“Collagen Induction Therapy” Tiny needles create controlled micro-injuries to treat the appearance of fine lines, acne scars and produce fresh collagen and elastin. Topical anesthetic applied.

PRP – Platelet Rich Plasma
Uses your own growth factor cells to quickly heal and repair. The growth factors in PRP have been shown to help improve skin tone, reduce acne scarring and pore size. Used with Microneedling.

Vein Therapy
• Laser Vein Treatment is safe for any skin tone and type. We can treat a broad range of vessels from tiny spider veins and blood blisters to port wine stains.
• Sclerotherapy is a popular method of eliminating superficial spider veins using a solution that is injected into the veins.
**Body Contouring**

- **Coolsculpt® / Coolsmooth® / Coolmini™** — A revolutionary non-surgical body contouring treatment that freezes stubborn fat, which is then naturally eliminated from your body. Work on abdomen, thighs, love handles and “double chin” with no needles, no special diet, no supplements, no surgery — no downtime!

- **Venus Viva™** — Skin resurfacing treatments work via NanoFractional Radio Frequency through the skin’s surface. This non-surgical procedure helps to rejuvenate aging skin and correct signs of skin damage. Saddlebags, cellulite and bra-line bulge.

**Skin Tightening**

- **Titan®** — The Titan laser procedure uses a safe infrared light to combat aging by stimulating and restoring collagen that lies below the skin’s surface.

- **Venus Legacy®** — This 8-10 week treatment plan will reduce cellulite, tighten skin and reduce wrinkles. Effective on all skin types and skin colors with no downtime!

**Tattoo Removal**

The enlighten™ laser works by breaking up the tattoo ink into tiny pieces utilizing both picosecond and nanosecond technology — world’s first! This allows your body’s immune system to remove the ink over time. enlighten treats all types of tattoo ink with exceptional results — in half the time it would take with a Q-switched laser.

**Injectables**

*Neurotoxins* — Botox Cosmetic® and Dysport® are intramuscular injectables derived from purified protein toxin. They temporarily prevent certain facial muscles from contracting, which can significantly reduce the appearance of wrinkles and fine lines. This nonsurgical procedure takes only a few minutes, with average results lasting 3-4 months.

*Dermal Facial Fillers* — At Rejuvenations, we offer a wide variety of select dermal fillers to include the Juvederm collection of fillers: Juvederm, Vollure, Voluma, Volbella as well as the Restylane family of products that includes Restylane-L®, Restylane® Lyft with Lidocaine, Restylane® Silk, Restylane® Refyne, Restylane® Defyne and Sculptra.

*Kybella®* — A prescription medicine used in adults to improve the appearance and profile of moderate to severe fat below the chin (submental fat), also called “double chin.”

*B12-Lipo Injection* — Enhance your metabolism and receive a healthy blast of nutrients!

**Laser Hair Removal** *(LIFETIME GUARANTEE)*

- Using the latest and most advanced laser technology providing permanent hair reduction safe for ALL skin types.

**Brighten & Polish Treatments**

**Microdermabrasion**

Our crystal free DiamondTome™ Skin Resurfacing System wands remove the dead, outer layer of skin by gently exfoliating the skin with natural diamond chips, while vacuuming the dead skin cells away in a clean and controlled manner.

**Chemical Peels**

We offer a variety of peels including SkinMedica®, and ViPeel®, to best meet your skincare concerns for face and body.

**Dermaplaning**

Manual exfoliation technique with custom dermaplaning blade for removing dead skin cells and facial hair (“peach fuzz”). Increases absorption of topical products and primes skin for other procedures.

**Esthetic Services with our Licensed Estheticians**

We offer a variety of Facials, Waxing, and Eyelash Tinting, plus HydraFacial MD®, a treatment that removes dead skin cells and extracts impurities while also bathing the new skin with cleansing, hydrating and moisturizing serums.

**PLUS**

In addition to our own private label products, we have handpicked other Physician Grade Skincare products from iS Clinical®, GLYTONE®, Avène, SkinMedica®, Neova®, Revision®, colorescience®, jane iredale THE SKIN CARE MAKEUP®, Clarisonic®, EltaMD®, Babyfoot®, and Oxygenetix® to treat virtually any skin condition.

**Skin Contouring**

• Coolsculpt® / Coolsmooth® / Coolmini™ — A revolutionary non surgical body contouring treatment that freezes stubborn fat, which is then naturally eliminated from your body. Work on abdomen, thighs, love handles and “double chin” with no needles, no special diet, no supplements, no surgery — no downtime!

• **Venus Viva™** — Skin resurfacing treatments work via NanoFractional Radio Frequency through the skin’s surface. This non-surgical procedure helps to rejuvenate aging skin and correct signs of skin damage. Saddlebags, cellulite and bra-line bulge.